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	A timeless, easy-to-read guide on life-long investment principles that can help any investor succeed


	The Elements of Investing has a single-minded goal: to teach the principles of investing in the same pared-to-bone manner that Professor William Strunk Jr. once taught composition to students at Harvard, using his classic little book, The Elements of Style. With great daring, Ellis and Malkiel imagined their own Little Red Schoolhouse course in investing for every investor around the world-and then penned this book.


	The Elements of Investing hacks away at all the overtrading and over thinking so predominant in the hyperactive thought patterns of the average investor. Malkiel and Ellis offer investors a set of simple but powerful thoughts on how to challenge Mr. Market at his own game, and win by not losing. All the need-to-know rules and investment principles can be found here.

	
		Contains sound investment advice and simple principles of investing from two of the most respected individuals in the investment world
	
		Burton G. Malkiel is the bestselling author of A Random Walk Down Wall Street and Charles D. Ellis is the bestselling author of Winning the Loser's Game
	
		Shows how to deal with an investor's own worst enemies: fear and greed



	A disciplined approach to investing, complemented by conviction, is all you need to succeed. This timely guide will help you develop these skills and make the most of your time in today's market.
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Flip the Funnel: How to Use Existing Customers to Gain New OnesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Why customer retention is the new acquisition


	If there's anything the recession of 2009 taught us, it was the importance of investing in our customers, but when was this any different? So says Joseph Jaffe, bestselling author of Life After the 30-Second Spot and Join the Conversation, and a leading expert and...
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Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise GuideCambridge University Press, 2009

	The present book, Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise Guide, provides readers with an overview of Enterprise Guide, the newest point-and-click interface from SAS. SAS Enterprise Guide is a graphical user (point-and-click) interface to the main SAS application, having relatively recently replaced the Analyst interface, which itself had replaced...
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The Fujifilm X-T1: 111 X-Pert Tips to Get the Most Out of Your CameraRocky Nook, 2015

	
		In this book, popular Fuji Rumors "X-Pert Corner" columnist Rico Pfirstinger teaches about the little-known capabilities of the X-T1, which he's discovered through months of in-depth research and experimentation with the camera. After a brief overview of the camera's basic functions, Rico cuts to the chase and...
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Positive Organizational Scholarship: Foundations of a New DisciplineBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2003
Positive Organizational Scholarship is a path-breaking scholarly volume exploring the dynamics in organizations that lead to extraordinary individual and organizational performance.

Just as positive psychology focuses on exploring optimal individual psychological states rather than pathological ones, Positive Organizational...
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Penetration Testing: Procedures & MethodologiesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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Using Event-B for Critical Device Software SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Defining a new development life-cycle methodology, together with a set of associated techniques and tools to develop highly critical systems using formal techniques, this book adopts a rigorous safety assessment approach explored via several layers (from requirements analysis to automatic source code generation).


	This is assessed...
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